The influence of intrinsic firing interspike interval correlations on the noise spectrum and information transfer is studied. This is done through the comparison of two simple firing models, one of which is a renewal process while the other displays interval correlations. These correlations are shown to shape the spike train power spectrum and, in particular, to decrease the noise power at low frequencies. Linear response theory and numerical simulations reveal how this shaping can increase the transmission of information about a time-varying signal. Our results are relevant to the analysis of nonrenewal point processes and signal detection in physics and biology. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.080601 PACS numbers: 05.40.-a, 87.17.Nn, 87.19.La, 87.19.Bb There has been much interest over the past decades in studying escape problems from metastable states [1] . In several cases, the output is a sequence of spike responses which can be described by a point process. Examples include lasers [2], photodetection [3] , and neural spike trains [3, 4] . In many systems, one is concerned with the statistics of the interspike intervals (ISIs) [1, 5] . Most studies of excitable systems deal with first order ISI statistics such as their probability distribution. Point processes in which all second and higher order ISI correlations are zero are called renewal processes [6] . However, there is experimental evidence that many excitable systems are nonrenewal. This is the case for many neurons responding to sensory stimuli [7] including electroreceptive neurons [8, 9] in electric fish that must respond to low frequency stimuli caused by prey [10] . Their firing is nonrenewal since, even in the absence of an input signal, they exhibit intrinsic nonzero ISI serial correlation coefficients defined as
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where fI i g denotes the ISI sequence, j is the lag, and the average h. . .i is performed over index i. It has been shown that a leaky integrate-and-fire neuron with a dynamical threshold (LIFDT) could produce a spike train that displayed negative ISI correlations [9, 11, 12] . The action potential threshold is highly variable in neurons and can increase under repetitive firing [13] . Furthermore, numerical simulations suggest that negative ISI correlations improve the detectability of weak signals [12] . However, the actual mechanism by which intrinsic negative ISI correlations may increase information transfer is presently unknown due to the LIFDT model's complexity and to the memory carried by the threshold variable. The effects of such correlations on the spike train power spectrum and on signal transmission are the focus of our Letter. In particular, we demonstrate that this information transfer increase occurs through a reduction in the low frequency noise. Such reductions are of great interest in a variety of applications involving nonlinear oscillators, such as in Josephson junctions [5, 14] . Noise shaping effects were also observed in neural networks with feedback [15] , even though the dynamics were renewal.
In order to analytically explore the role of negative correlations, we use two simple spiking models, A and B. We show that models A and B have identical first order ISI statistics as well as identical linear response with respect to external stimulation. Both models are perfect integrators of the input, i.e., the observable output (e.g., the voltage across the nerve membrane for a neuron) is governed by
where is a positive constant bias and st is a timevarying signal. Also, in both models, the threshold is drawn randomly from a uniform distribution on 0 ÿ D; 0 D; whenever the voltage reaches this (piecewise constant) threshold, a spike is generated and a new threshold is drawn (this is similar to previously proposed models [16] ).
The models differ in their reset rules for the voltage. For model A, the voltage is decremented after spiking by the constant 0 (which is the mean threshold value). Clearly, this kind of reset carries memory of the previous threshold value, thus correlating subsequent ISIs; consequently, model A generates a nonrenewal spike train. This can be seen for st 0 considering the subintervals U j and V j with I j U j V j in Fig. 1 : for obvious reasons we have V j U j1 0 =; hence subsequent intervals are correlated via these subintervals. It is straigthforward to show that the ISI correlation coefficient is l l;0 ÿ l;1 =2, which is a simplified description of the negative correlation displayed by either real neurons and the more complicated LIFDT model [9, 12] . Further, note that the distribution of reset values equals that of the threshold values except for the mean; i.e., reset values are distributed uniformly in ÿD; D.
For model B we choose a random reset r t drawn from the uniform distribution ÿD; D. which is the same as for model A. This leads to completely independent ISIs, i.e., to a renewal point process [6] with l l;0 .
We first focus on the spontaneous activity [i.e., st 0] of both models since most neurons that display negative ISI correlations are known to be spontaneously active in experiments [7, 8] . Since the distributions of initial (reset) and final (threshold) values are the same for A and B, we obtain in both cases the same ISI density, a ''triangular'' function [cf. inset of Fig. 2(a) ] that results from convolution of two independent uniformly distributed random numbers. Furthermore, one can determine the Fourier transforms of the density of the nth order interval (i.e., the sum of n subsequent intervals). By using these together with well-known formulas from the theory of point processes [17], one can determine the power spectra of spike trains for both models [18] . We obtain
where 2D= and the mean ISI is given by hIi 0 =. Both spectra are shown in Fig. 2 (b) and confirmed by results of simulations. The spectrum of model A contains peaks at the inverse mean ISI and higher harmonics of this frequency. More interesting is the fact that the continuous background in Eq. (3) goes to zero for vanishing frequency. Both the peaks and the vanishing spectrum at f ! 0 can be understood by means of the negative correlations of model A. The power spectrum at f 0 is related to the ISI correlation coefficient by
where the coefficient of variation of the interspike interval is finite and the same for both models. Using this relation leads to a vanishing power spectrum at f 0 for model A. Moreover, the ISI correlations shape the background spectrum rather than reduce the total noise power.
We investigate the consequences of these differing power spectra on information transfer by both models by studying their encoding capabilities using zero-mean band-pass limited white noise stimuli st. Such stimuli have a power spectrum S st f if jfj < f c and S st f 0 otherwise. Here f c is the cutoff frequency. 
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where C A;B f jX A;B fj 2 =S A;B fS st f is the coherence function; X A;B f, S A;B f are, respectively, the cross spectrum between spike train and signal and the power spectrum of the spike train in the presence of the signal. An evolution equation for the probability density of the voltage variable has been derived and solved in the presence of a periodic signal. This solution enables us to compute the susceptibility and to derive the power and cross spectra of the spike train in the presence of a weak signal using linear response theory [21] . We obtain
Note that the fact that the susceptibility does not depend on frequency is a consequence of the specific noise implementation in our model [21] .
We thus obtain
The only difference in C A;B f for models A and B is the baseline power spectrum S A0;B0 f. The coherence is inversely proportional to S A0;B0 f which can thus be considered as a background noise spectrum that will limit the information transmission capacity. Our results demonstrate that negative ISI correlations shape the baseline spectrum and lower its value at low frequencies up to a critical frequency f critical [ Fig. 2(b) ]. This results in C A f > C B f for low f. This is verified in Figs. 3(a)  and 3(b) by comparing the predictions from Eq. (7) to numerical simulations. Theoretical predictions are in excellent agreement with numerical simulations for both models. Moreover, C A f approaches 1 as f ! 0 while C B f is always less than 0.1. The former is a direct consequence of S A0 f approaching 0 for f ! 0. . Figure 4 (b) reveals the effects of varying the signal intensity . As expected, the agreement between the linear response theory and numerical simulation is excellent for both models at low . However, differences occur for higher as nonlinear effects become important. Numerical simulations reveal that M decreases as increases. This is to be expected as S st f S A0;B0 f and the presence or absence of background noise is of little consequence. Thus, the increase in mutual information rate seems to be greatest for lower intensity stimuli. Linear response theory will fail for large f c as it is sensitive to the signal variance hs 2 i 2f c [21] .
We have furthermore verified the results obtained for models A and B by actual variation of the action potential threshold in a nonrenewal manner vs a purely stochastic variation in a biologically realistic Hodgkin-Huxley model. Our results show that the modification in a nonrenewal manner can give rise to negative ISI correlations as well as greater information transfer and will be presented elsewhere [21] .
In summary, we have compared two simple models, one of which displayed negative ISI serial correlations and one of which did not. Both models had identical first order ISI statistics and linear response, ensuring a fair comparison without further differences (e.g., a difference in firing rate would complicate the interpretation of results as mutual information is known to increase with firing rate [22]). Our calculations using linear response theory demonstrate that the noise spectrum is shaped by the negative ISI correlations without reducing the total noise power in the system. This shaping lowers the noise spectrum at low frequencies, thus enabling better information transfer. Note that our results are different from previous ones on noise shaping [15] as we are considering a nonrenewal process in a single system rather than a network of renewal processes with feedback. The gain M in mutual information brought on by ISI correlations was shown to be a nonmonotonous function of signal intensity and cutoff frequency f c . Our results suggest that such a mechanism might be at work in electroreceptive neurons of weakly electric fish. Such mechanisms may exist in other excitable systems. 
